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INSURANCE TECHNOLOGY PROVIDER, SSP, APPOINTS IMD AS THAILAND PARTNER
Bangkok, 15 November 2016 - Leading global provider of general insurance technology solutions,
SSP, has appointed IMD Company Ltd as its Thailand partner.
The business focus is on enabling Thai insurers to increasingly become digital and replace their
legacy administration systems.
The relationship brings together IMD’s deep local insurance knowledge and expertise and SSP’s
Select Digital Insurance platform for the Thailand market.
SSP’s Select Digital Insurance product combines underwriting, policy administration and claims
functionality on the one platform, coupled with multichannel distribution that supports customers
interacting direct, through agents, Bancassurance or affinity partners and via PC, smart phones or
tablet devices.
The solution is internationally proven with the largest implementation in Asia supporting over 50
product lines, 10m policies and in excess of 2,500 users and agents.
Paul Miller, SSP Asia Pacific General Manager, said it seemed Thai Insurers were increasingly looking
for cost-effective ways to create the capabilities they needed to drive profitable growth.
“Legacy platforms just don’t provide the flexibility or agility insurers need to compete successfully or
provide the digital distribution sophistication that Thailand customers and agents currently expect
and demand,” Mr Miller said.
“SSP Select Insurance has the capability to equip insurers to rapidly deliver these digital services at a
price-point which underpins Thai insurers’ profitability, fast return-on-investment and growth
objectives,” Mr Miller said.
Wiboon Thabsuwan, CEO IMD in Bangkok, said it was encouraging to see SSP making both a large
investment and a long-term commitment to bring insurance technology-led Innovation to the
Thailand market.
“Ultimately our partnership will benefit Thai insurance customers as digital insurance focuses on
better customer service, customer understanding and enabling customers to engage through their
channel of choice, whether via agents, mobile, web or call centre,” Mr Thabsuwan said.
Shown below is Wiboon Thabsuwan and SSP’s Thailand based Consultancy Manager, Jim Goodwin
after signing their partnering agreement at the CIO Insurance conference in Bangkok last week.

About SSP - www.ssp-worldwide.com

---ENDS---

SSP is the leading provider of general insurance technology solutions, operating in more than 50 countries
across the UK, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Africa and USA.
With more than 25 years’ experience and industry expertise, we develop and implement technology solutions
and back office systems that enable our customers to reduce the cost of their operations, increase their
distribution and create a better customer experience - improving our customers’ profitability and
effectiveness.
Uniquely positioned, with end-to-end visibility “from the insurer to the insured”, we understand the challenges
our customers face and leverage our capabilities to provide significant industry value across the entire value
chain.
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